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small stainless steel bins-bathroom organization
Photo

Bar code

Description

838810008882
Or
838810016368

CW1854CB 3L Deluxe Mini Round Pedal Bin
Brushed Stainless Steel

838810004630

CW1856CB 3L Mini Round Pedal Bin
White Stainless Steel

10year warranty

10year warranty

This compact classic round pedal bin is perfect for smaller spaces like a bathroom
or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly, and a
removable inner bucket for easy rubbish disposal.
Try our custom fit liners for this bin – extra strong and a perfect fit.
d: 22.6cm w: 17.5cm h: 24.7cm h: 41cm with lid open

This compact classic round pedal bin is perfect for smaller spaces like a bathroom
or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly, and a
removable inner bucket for easy rubbish disposal. Try our custom fit liners for this
bin – extra strong and a perfect fit.
d: 17.5cm w: 22.6cm h: 24.6cm 41.5cm with lid open

838810009841
10year warranty

CW1852CB 4.5L Mini-Round Step Can
Brushed Stainless Steel

d: 25.5cmw: 19.0cmh: 29.5cm h: 47cm with lid open

838810006994
10year warranty

CW1834 6L Semi-Round Step Can
Brushed Stainless Steel Deluxe edition

Συσκευασία σε κιβώτιο 6 τεμαχίων
d: 23.5cm w: 22.7cm h: 34.5cm h: 50.8cm with lid open

838810016351
10year warranty

CW1835CB 6L Semi-Round Step Can
White Stainless Steel

Our semi-round step can is available in a compact size for smaller spaces — perfect for a bathroom or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid
smoothly, and a removable inner bucket for easy trash disposal.
d: 22.6cm w: 23.6cm h: 34.5cm h: 50.8cm with lid open
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838810009858

CW1853CB 4.5L Mini Round Pedal Bin
White Stainless Steel

10year warranty

This compact classic round pedal bin is perfect for smaller spaces like a bathroom
or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly, and a
removable inner bucket for easy trash disposal. Try our custom fit liners for this
bin — extra strong and a perfect fit.
d: 25.4cm w: 19.3cm h: 30.7cm 48.3cm with lid open

838810020990
10year warranty

CW2056 4.5L Mini Round Step Can
Rose Gold Stainless Steel

This compact classic round step can is perfect for smaller spaces like a bathroom
or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly, and a
removable inner bucket for easy trash disposal.
d: 19.3cm w: 25.4cm h: 30.7cm h: 48.3cm with lid open

838810018638
10year warranty

CW2040 4.5L Mini Round Step Can
Dark Bronze Stainless Steel

This compact classic round step can is perfect for smaller spaces like a bathroom
or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly, and a
removable inner bucket for easy trash disposal.
d: 19.3cm w: 25.4cm h: 30.7cm h: 48.3cm with lid open

838810021003
10year warranty

CW2057 6L Semi-Round Step Can
Rose Gold Stainless Steel

Our semi-round step can is available in a compact size for smaller spaces — perfect for a bathroom or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid
smoothly, and a removable inner bucket for easy trash disposal.
d: 22.6cm w: 23.6cm h: 34.5cm h: 50.8cm with lid open
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838810006987

CW1833 10L Semi-Round Step Can
Brushed Steel Deluxe edition

10year warranty

Συσκευασία σε κιβώτιο 2 τεμαχίων
Our space-efficient semi-round step can is available in 10 and 6 liter sizes for
smaller spaces - perfect for a bathroom or office. Flat side of the can fits against
the wall. Stainless steel construction and removable inner bucket. Fingerprint proof.
d: 27.0cm w: 28.5cm h: 44.5cm h: 66cm with lid open

838810016504

5year warranty

CW1180CB 10L Profile Pedal Bin
Brushed Stainless Steel Plastic Lid

The profile pedal bin features a convenient pedal and durable plastic lid. A slim
profile shape makes this bin a great fit under a desk or in a bathroom. The 10L
model is designed for use with plastic carrier bags with custom handles on the
inner bucket to hold the bag securely in place.
d: 36.1cm w: 16.8cm h: 33.8cm h: 63.5cm with lid open

838810006260
5 ear warranty

CW1225 10L Profile Open Bin
Stainless Steel

Small and chic, the compact size and slim profile shape make this bin a great fit in
a bathroom or under a desk. A lift-off lid and removable inner bucket allow for a
quick and easy bag change. The open top cover hides messy bag overhang so the
bin always looks neat.
d: 28.8cm w: 15.8cm h: 33.1cm

838810016665

10 ear warranty

CW1899 10L Butterfly Pedal Bin Brushed Stainless Steel

Our strong steel pedal is engineered to last over 150,000 steps -that's more than 20
steps a day for 20 years. Our patented lid shox technology controls the motion of
the lid for a slow, silent close. Fingerprint-proof finish resists smudges to keep
stainless steel shiny.
d: 34.7cm w: 19.8cm h: 43.0cm
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838810018126

CW2025 58(34 litre/24 litre)L Rectangular Step Can
With Liner Pocket
Brushed Stainless Steel

10year warranty

fingerprint-proof with Agion antimicrobial
Our unique liner rim system is a faster, neater way to trash! The outer lid lifts up
for easy access to the liner — no need to remove the top of the can or fumble with
a clumsy bucket. When you're done, it closes over the liner to keep it neatly out of
sight.
d: 56.0cm w: 36.0cm h: 65.5cm h: 91.5cm with lid open

838810005539
10year warranty

CW1814 38L Rectangular Step Can Fingerprint-Proof
Stainless Steel

Our classic rectangular step can has an internal hinge and a space-efficient shape
so you can place it directly against the wall and out of the way. The strong steel
pedal is designed to last, and our patented lid shox technology ensures a smooth,
silent close every time. Our code J liner fits this can perfectly -no bunching or
slipping for a cleaner trash experience.
d: 31.8cm w: 40.1cm h: 65.3cm h: 88.4cm with lid open

838810018584
10year warranty

CW2034 45L Rectangular Step Can With Liner Pocket
Rose Gold Stainless Steel

Our stainless steel rectangular step can features an innovative 'liner pocket' that
stores and dispenses liners from inside the can for a faster liner change. The stainless steel liner rim grips the liner and keeps it hidden. And with no inner bucket,
there's more space for trash. Strong wide steel pedal is designed to last, and our
patented lid shox technology ensures a smooth, silent close every time.
d: 40.5cm w: 33.8cm h: 65.5cm h: 91.5cm with lid open

838810020051
10year warranty

CW2044 45L Slim Pedal Bin Brushed Stainless Steel

Stainless steel liner rim flips up for a quick and easy liner change, then closes over
the liner to hold it tightly in place and keep it hidden from sight. I'm the strong,
silent type. Our strong steel pedal is engineered to last over 150,000 steps — that's
more than 20 steps a day for 20 years — and our patented lid shox technology
controls the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close. custom fit liners. Our custom
fit liners are designed to fit this can perfectly so there is no messy bag overhang or
bunching – and they never slip. Extra-thick plastic and double-seam construction
prevent rips and tears.
d: 54.5cm w: 25.9cm h: 62.1cm h: 105cm with lid open
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838810018386 ST2010 45L Semi-Round Sensor Bin
5year warranty Stainless Steel
with grey plastic lid takes 4 x AA batteries

Infrared field senses the area above the bin so it opens automatically with just
the wave of your hand. whisper quiet At 52 db, our bin is 50% quieter than the
competition's. nano-silver clear coat. Protects stainless steel from fingerprints
and germs. custom fit liners Our code J liners are designed to fit this bin perfectly so they don't slip, and they stay completely hidden. Extra-thick plastic
and double-seam construction prevent rips and tears. neat and easy. The outer
lid lifts up for easy access to the liner - no need to remove the top of the bin or
fumble with a bucket. When you're done, it closes over the liner to keep it
neatly out of sight.
d: 32.6cm w: 39.1cm h: 64.1cm h: 88.9cm with lid open

838810013459

10year warranty

CW1468 60L Semi-Round Open Bin
Brushed Stainless Steel

Our semi-round open bin has an open lid design that makes it easy to throw in
rubbish on the go. The sturdy stainless steel construction, lift-off lid, and high
capacity make it an ideal choice for busy families and commercial spaces.
d: 32cm w: 48.5cm h: 68cm

838810000756 CW1407 60L Bullet Open Combo
5year warranty Brushed Stainless Steel

Our bullet open can has an open lid design that makes it easy to toss in trash
on the go. The sturdy stainless steel construction, lift-off lid, and large capacity make it an ideal choice for commercial spaces such as restaurants and coffee shops, or even busy families. Try our custom fit liner for this can -extra
strong and a perfect fit.
d: 40.1cm w: 40.9cm h: 75.7cm

838810022833 CW2059 66(33L, 33L)L Dual Compartment Semi-Round
10year warranty Open Bin
Heavy-Gauge
Brushed Stainless Steel

One side for rubbish, one side for easy disposal of recyclables.open top design
The lid has an open design so it's quick and easy to access. Lid lifts off easily
for a quick liner change.
d: 36.2cm w: 52.7cm h: 70.0cm
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838810005638

CW1318 6L Mini Pedal Bin
Plastic white

5year warranty

The 6 litre plastic pedal bin has a sturdy pedal and removable inner bucket. Its
small size and durable plastic construction make this bin ideal for a bathroom or
child's room. Available in two colours: white and black.
d: 27.4cm w: 20.2cm h: 30.7cm

838810005645

5year warranty

CW1319 6L Mini Pedal Bin
Plastic Black

The 6 litre plastic pedal bin has a sturdy pedal and removable inner bucket. Its
small size and durable plastic construction make this bin ideal for a bathroom or
child's room. Available in two colours: white and black.
d: 27.4cm w: 20.2cm h: 30.7cm

838810016498

5year warranty

CW1643 10L In-Cabinet Bin Heavy-Duty
Plastic Black, Stainless Steel Frame

Our in-cabinet bin hangs inside your kitchen cabinet door for quick and easy access while you are busy at the kitchen counter. The heavy-duty steel frame hooks
securely onto the door or can be screwed in for a permanent mount. It also holds a
durable plastic bucket that keeps your cabinet free from messy spills and lifts out
for easy cleaning. Although the bucket is carrier bag compatible, our code R custom fit liner fits this bin perfectly -no bunching or slipping for a cleaner experience.
d: 22.0cm w: 29.7cm h: 36.3cm

838810001760

CW1124 30L Under Counter Pull-Out Bin Black

Our pull-out can is engineered for years of use. This trash can has a tough all-steel
frame and glides fully out of the cabinet on smooth commercial-grade ball-bearing
tracks for quick and easy access. Grab the large chromed steel handle to pull the
can out of the cabinet quickly.Our custom fit liners are designed to fit this can perfectly so there is no messy bag overhang or bunching - and they never slip. Extrathick plastic and double-seam construction prevent rips and tears.
d: 24.8cm w: 45.0cm h: 40.8cm extending: 93.4cm
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838810007373 CW1329 10L Slim Step Can
5year warranty Plastic Black

This compact slim plastic step can is perfect for small spaces like a bathroom or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly and will last for years.
Our code R liner fits this can perfectly -no bunching or slipping for a cleaner trash experience.
d: 33.0cm w: 19.6cm h: 34.3cm h: 63.5cm with lid open

838810007700 CW1332 10L Slim Step Can
5year warranty Plastic White

This compact slim plastic step can is perfect for small spaces like a bathroom or an office. It features a durable steel pedal that opens the lid smoothly and will last for years.
Our code R liner fits this can perfectly -no bunching or slipping for a cleaner trash experience.
d: 33.0cm w: 19.6cm h: 34.3cm h: 63.5cm with lid open

838810005799 CW1362 40L Slim Pedal Bin
5year warranty Plastic White

A great value for any kitchen, the slim plastic step can has features unprecedented for a
plastic can: simplehuman's proprietary lid shox® for a smooth, quiet close and a slide
lock that keeps the lid shut from curious pets and kids. A steel-accented pedal adds durability, while wheels and an integrated handle make the can easy to move.
d: 49.0cm w: 26.0cm h: 64.0cm h: 107.4cm with lid open

838810012827 CW1363 40L Slim Pedal Bin
Grey Plastic

A great value for any kitchen, the slim plastic step can has features unprecedented for a
plastic can: simplehuman's proprietary lid shox® for a smooth, quiet close and a slide
lock that keeps the lid shut from curious pets and kids. A steel-accented pedal adds durability, while wheels and an integrated handle make the can easy to move.
d: 49.0cm w: 26.0cm h: 64.0cm h: 107.4cm with lid open

838810012766 CW1361 40L Slim Recycler
5year warranty Plastic Black

A great value for any kitchen, the slim plastic step can has features unprecedented for a
plastic can: simplehuman's proprietary lid shox® for a smooth, quiet close and a slide
lock that keeps the lid shut from curious pets and kids. A steel-accented pedal adds durability, while wheels and an integrated handle make the can easy to move.
d: 49.0cm w: 26.0cm h: 64.0cm h: 107.4cm with lid open

838810022826 CW1390 40L Slim Step Can With Liner Rim
5year warranty Plastic Black

All our step cans are built with a strong steel pedal that is engineered to last over
150,000 steps — that's more than 20 steps a day for 20 years — and our patented lid
shox technology controls the motion of the lid for a slow, silent close.
d: 51.0cm w: 26.0cm h: 62.6cm h: 107cm with lid open

838810021157 CW1391 40L Slim Step Can With Liner Rim
5year warranty Plastic Grey

Our strong steel pedal is engineered to last over 150,000 steps — that's more than 20
steps a day for 20 years — and our patented lid shox technology controls the motion of
the lid for a slow, silent close.
d: 51.0cm w: 26.0cm h: 62.6cm h: 107cm with lid open

838810023632 CW1392 40L Slim Step Can With Liner Rim
5year warranty Plastic White

Our strong steel pedal is engineered to last over 150,000 steps — that's more than 20
steps a day for 20 years — and our patented lid shox technology controls the motion of
the lid for a slow, silent close.
d: 51.0cm w: 26.0cm h: 62.6cm h: 107cm with lid open
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838810007571 CW1336 40 Litre Swing Lid Bin
5year warranty Plastic Black

Our swing lid plastic bin has a perfectly balanced swing lid with a heavy-duty hinge that
opens easily and then gently swings back into place. A quick-release hinge lets you remove the lid in a snap for easy cleaning.
d: 37.8cm w: 30.4cm h: 70.6cm

838810018331 CW1385 45L Rectangular Step Can With Liner Pocket
5year warranty Plastic Black

Our plastic rectangular step can features an innovative 'liner pocket' that stores and dispenses liners from inside the can for a faster liner change. The stainless steel liner rim
grips the liner and keeps it hidden. And with no inner bucket, there's more space for
trash. Strong wide steel pedal is designed to last, and our patented lid shox technology
ensures a smooth, silent close every time.
d: 47.0cm w: 32.0cm h: 63.5cm h: 88.5cm with lid open

838810018348 CW1386 45L Rectangular Step Can With Liner Pocket
5year warranty Plastic Grey

Our plastic rectangular step can features an innovative 'liner pocket' that stores and dispenses liners from inside the can for a faster liner change. The stainless steel liner rim
grips the liner and keeps it hidden. And with no inner bucket, there's more space for
trash. Strong wide steel pedal is designed to last, and our patented lid shox technology
ensures a smooth, silent close every time.
d: 47.0cm w: 32.0cm h: 63.5cm h: 88.5cm with lid open

838810018355 CW1387 45L Rectangular Step Can With Liner Pocket
5year warranty Plastic White

Our plastic rectangular step can features an innovative 'liner pocket' that stores and dispenses liners from inside the can for a faster liner change. The stainless steel liner rim
grips the liner and keeps it hidden. And with no inner bucket, there's more space for
trash. Strong wide steel pedal is designed to last, and our patented lid shox technology
ensures a smooth, silent close every time.
d: 47.0cm w: 32.0cm h: 63.5cm h: 88.5cm with lid open

838810015286 CW1371 45L Rectangular Pedal Bin
5year warranty Plastic Black

A great value bin for any kitchen, the rectangular plastic pedal bin has features unprecedented for a plastic bin: simplehuman's unique lid shox™ technology for a smooth, quiet
close and a slide lock that helps keep the lid shut from curious pets and children. A steelaccented pedal and stabilisation bar add durability, while an integrated handle makes the
bin easy to move.
d: 35cm w: 40.5cm h: 64cm h: 95.3cm with lid open

838810011134 CW1355 50L Semi-Round Pedal Bin
5year warranty Plastic Black

A great value bin for any kitchen, the semi-round plastic pedal bin has features unprecedented for a plastic bin: simplehuman's exclusive lid shox® for a smooth, silent close
and a slide lock that helps keep the lid from being accidentally opened by kids or pets.
d: 35.5cm w: 47.9cm h: 67.3cm h: 97cm with lid open

838810011158 CW1357 50L Semi-Round Pedal Bin
5year warranty Plastic Grey

A great value bin for any kitchen, the semi-round plastic pedal bin has features unprecedented for a plastic bin: simplehuman's exclusive lid shox® for a smooth, silent close
and a slide lock that helps keep the lid from being accidentally opened by kids or pets.
d: 35.5cm w: 47.9cm h: 67.3cm h: 97cm with lid open
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838810005454

CW1637 1.5L Mini Bin
Brushed Stainless Steel
d: 12.7cm w: 12.7cm h: 18.7cm

838810023007

CW2079 1.5L Mini Bin
White Stainless Steel
d: 12.7cm w: 12.7cm h: 18.7cm

838810022994

CW2078 1.5L Mini Bin
Black Stainless Steel
d: 12.7cm w: 12.7cm h: 18.7cm

838810023076

CW2085 1.5L Mini Bin
Rose Gold Stainless Steel
d: 12.7cm w: 12.7cm h: 18.7cm

838810011622

CW1887 25L Pet Food Bin
Brushed Stainless Steel

5year warranty

5year warranty

5year warranty

5year warranty

5year warranty

Our fingerprint-proof pet food bin provides a neat and efficient pet food storage
solution that keeps food in and pets out. The ergonomic lock-tight handle forms an
airtight seal to keep food fresh.
d: 46cm w: 26.4cm h: 49.3cm h: 53.3cm with lid open

838810003122
838810003139
838810017686
838810003177
838810003207
838810003191
838810003221

CW0161 code B Custom Fit Liner 6L-30pcs pack
CW0162 code C Custom Fit Liner 10/12L-20pcs pack
CW0269 code V Plastic Bin Bag Box of 60 Liners (16-18L) Blue
CW0166 code G Custom Fit Liner 30L-20pcs pack
CW0169 code J Custom Fit Liner 30/45L-20pcs pack
CW0168 code H Plastic Bin Bag Pack of 20 Liners (30-35L)White
CW0171 code K Plastic Bin Bag Pack of 20 Liners (35-45L)Blue
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838810002729

KT1013 Upright Bag Holder
Brushed Stainless Steel

10year warranty

Our upright carrier bag holder has a slim shape that fits neatly in a cupboard or on
a counter. Stores up to 50 plastic carrier bags - simply tuck them into the top
opening, and pull them out from the wide dispensing area on the front of the holder. Durable stainless steel construction and sturdy, non-skid base.
d: 29.0cm w: 12.5cm h: 30.5cm

838810015705
10year warranty

KT1166 Grocery Bag Holder
Brushed Stainless Steel

Mount this carrier bag holder on a wall or under a shelf for convenient, easy access. Stores up to 30 plastic carrier bags - simply tuck them into the top opening,
and pull them out from the wide dispensing area on the front of the holder. Durable stainless steel construction. Screws and double-sided adhesive tape included.
d: 9.2cm w: 16.6cm h: 39.5cm

838810009711

5year warranty

KT1116 Sink Caddy
Brushed Stainless Steel

Our sink caddy keeps your sink area neat and everything you need within easy
reach. Four suction cups and a wire ledge hanger provide a secure, non-slip grip to
your sink. Removable plastic dividers store and organise sponges separately for
faster drying.
d: 14.3cm w: 19.4cm h: 19.1cm

838810011233

KT1134 Slim Sink Caddy

838810015491

KT1162 Tension Arm Kitchen Roll Holder
Stainless Steel

5year warranty

5year warranty

brushed stainless steel
Save sink space. Our sink caddies keep your sink area neat and everything you
need within easy reach
d: 10.9cm w: 17.2cm h: 16.0cm

Whether it's a brand new roll or you're down to the last sheet, our tension arm paper towel holder gently holds the roll in place so you can tear off one sheet at a
time with just one hand. The durable stainless steel rod includes a finger loop so
you can easily pick it up and move it. And the weighted stainless steel base keeps
the holder steady.
d: 20.8cm w: 18.8cm h: 31.5cm

838810002088

KT1009 Charcoal Odor Filter

The simplehuman activated carbon filter naturally absorbs odors. After extended
use, the filter's odor absorbing ability can be recharged by placing it in direct sunlight. To use, simply peel off the double-sided adhesive tape on the back of the
filter and attach to a clean surface area where there are odors, such as the underside of your trash can's lid or inside a cabinet door. Each pack contains 2 carbon
filters.
d: 0.4cm w: 3.4cm h: 4.4cm
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838810013916

KT1154 Steel Frame Dishrack
Fingerprint-Proof Stainless Steel

5year warranty

Our steel frame dishrack has a solid stainless steel frame that matches the
aesthetic of modern upscale kitchen appliances. It has a swivel spout that
pivots so you can drain water directly into the sink, and an anti-residue hydrophilic coating that prevents residue buildup and water spots. The wine
glass holder hangs up to 4 wine glasses — even those extra-large Bordeaux
glasses. A fingerprint-proof coating helps protect against smudges. And a
large utensil holder with separate compartments keeps utensils neat and
organized.
d: 36.8cm w: 51.3cm h: 22.9cm

838810025070

5year warranty

KT1190 Steel Frame Dishrack
Fingerprint-Proof Stainless Steel white

Solid stainless steel frame matches the aesthetic of modern upscale kitchen appliances. Its swivel spout rotates 360 degrees in any direction so it drains water directly
into the sink — no matter how you place the dishrack on your countertop — and can
be removed for easy cleaning. An anti-residue coating prevents residue buildup and
water spots. Silicone-capped wire rack holds dishes tightly without scratching or
chipping, and the wine glass holder hangs up to 4 wine glasses — even those extralarge Bordeaux glasses. A lower profile with anti-slip rubber feet gives the dishrack
greater stability and keep it firmly in place. Fingerprint-proof coating helps protect
against smudges and keeps it looking like new.

d: 34.0cm w: 51.4cm h: 18.5cm

New!

838810021751

5year warranty

KT1181 Steel Frame Dishrack
Fingerprint-Proof Stainless Steel

Solid stainless steel frame matches the aesthetic of modern upscale kitchen
appliances. Its swivel spout rotates 360 degrees in any direction so it drains
water directly into the sink — no matter how you place the dishrack on your
countertop — and can be removed for easy cleaning. An anti-residue coating prevents residue buildup and water spots. Silicone-capped wire rack
holds dishes tightly without scratching or chipping, and the wine glass holder hangs up to 4 wine glasses — even those extra-large Bordeaux glasses. A
lower profile with anti-slip rubber feet gives the dishrack greater stability
and keep it firmly in place. Fingerprint-proof coating helps protect against
smudges and keeps it looking like new.
d: 34.0cm w: 51.4cm h: 18.5cm
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838810024325

KT1184DC Compact Steel Frame Dishrack
Fingerprint-Proof Brushed Stainless Steel With Grey Plastic

5year warranty

Solid stainless steel frame matches the aesthetic of modern upscale kitchen appliances. Compact size is perfect for smaller kitchens with limited countertop space. Swivel
spout rotates 360 degrees in any direction so it drains water directly into the sink —
no matter how you place the dishrack on your countertop — and can be removed for
easy cleaning. Anti-residue coating prevents residue buildup and water spots. Silicone-capped wire rack holds dishes tightly without scratching or chipping. A lower
profile with anti-slip rubber feet gives the dishrack greater stability and keep it firmly
in place. Fingerprint-proof coating helps protect against smudges and keeps it looking
like.

d: 30.5cm w: 39.4cm h: 19.0cm

New!
838810020907

5year warranty

KT1179 Compact Steel Frame Dishrack Fingerprint-Proof
Brushed Stainless Steel With Grey Plastic

Our compact steel frame dishrack has a solid steel frame that matches the
aesthetic of modern upscale kitchen appliances. It is small enough to make
the most of limited countertop space, but still has the capacity to handle fullsize plates. It has an integrated drip tray with a swivel spout that pivots in all
directions so you can drain water directly into the sink from any position. A
fingerprint-proof coating helps protect against smudges.
d: 30.3cm w: 38.0cm h: 19.5cm

838810008868

5year warranty

KT1107 Slim Wire Frame Dishrack
Stainless Steel

Our slim wire frame dishrack has a narrow profile that makes the most of
your limited countertop space. Its integrated drip tray with a removable
stainless steel spout drains water directly into the sink, not onto your countertop. The detachable cup holder can be placed on any side. d: 32.8cm w:
d: 32.2cm w: 49.5cm h: 20.8cm

838810010908

5year warranty

KT1130 Compact Wire Frame Dishrack
Stainless Steel

Our compact wire frame dishrack is small enough to fit perfectly in most
standard sinks, completely freeing up counterspace, but still has the capacity
to handle full-size plates. For countertop use, it has an integrated drip tray
with a removable stainless steel spout that drains water directly into the sink.
d: 32.8cm w: 36.8cm h: 18.0cm
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838810012629

BT1062 Tension Shower Caddy
Stainless Steel + Anodized Aluminum

5year warranty

De-clutter your shower space! Our stainless steel tension shower caddy
provides a durable, space-efficient storage solution for virtually any shower
or bath. Its reinforced aluminum pole with high-compression spring fits
securely between your floor and ceiling (extends 6 to 9 feet). Three adjustable wire-frame shelves slide up and down the aluminum pole to hold all
your shower essentials. Made from completely corrosion-resistant materials.
h: 182.9cm - h: 274.3cm

838810018775

5year warranty

BT1101 Adjustable Shower Caddy
Stainless Steel + Anodized Aluminum

Organize shower clutter with our over door shower caddy. Installation is
easy -just hook the adjustable hanger over the shower door and it automatically tightens for a secure grip. It has fully adjustable shelves that are easy
to reposition with quick-adjust dials. An innovative divider and accessory
hooks are designed to hold bulky modern tools like facial cleansing brushes and oversized razors. The quick-dry soap dish drains water completely
so soap stays dry and lasts longer. Constructed from stainless steel and
anodized aluminum so it is rust-proof and easy to clean.
d: 14.9cm w: 33.9cm h: 84.0cm

838810013466

BT1070INT Anti-Fog Wall Mount Shower Mirror

838810015804

BT1083 Toilet Brush
White/Chrome

5year warranty

Our multi-directional, pivoting wall mount mirror attaches easily to the
wall of your shower to provide a clear, fog-free reflection from any angle
in the shower. Hold razors or other accessories from the convenient storage
hooks.
d: 4.8cm w: 17cm h: 24.5cm

Our toilet brush has a specially designed crescent shape to reach hard-toclean areas around the rim. A unique magnetic collar secures the cover to
the toilet brush so you can carry them together without any drips. The slim,
dome-shaped cover conveniently stores the toilet brush when not in use,
keeping it hygienic and discreetly hidden.
d: 18.6cm w: 9.4cm h: 47.2cm

838810015811

5year warranty

BT1084 Toilet Brush
Black/Chrome

Our toilet brush has a specially designed crescent shape to reach hard-toclean areas around the rim. A unique magnetic collar secures the cover to
the toilet brush so you can carry them together without any drips. The slim,
dome-shaped cover conveniently stores the toilet brush when not in use,
keeping it hygienic and discreetly hidden.
d: 18.6cm w: 9.4cm h: 47.2cm

838810016443
838810016450

BT1094 Toilet Brush Replacement Head White
BT1095 Toilet Brush Replacement Head Black
Screws off and on the toilet brush for easy replacement.
d: 5cm w: 12cm h: 18.5cm
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838810024301 KT1183 295ml Pulse Pump
5year warranty Brushed Stainless Steel

New!

Our stainless steel pulse pump is engineered from the inside out. Its innovative design includes
a large pump tube that allows for greater soap or sanitizer flow – no matter how thick – with
far less effort. Ball bearings located at the top and bottom of the pump keep air from entering,
which prevents soap from dripping, leaking or drying out. Just a light touch on the spout provides a generous portion of soap – and it’s designed to last more than 150,000 pumps – that’s
over 15 pumps a day for 27 years. A wide funnel opening makes refills quick, easy and messfree.

838810014739 KT1159 650ml Square Push Pump With Caddy
5year warranty Chrome

Our square push pump includes a removable caddy to conveniently store a sponge. Its precision lever is engineered for precise, effortless dispensing with just one hand. Press lightly for
just a little soap, press down further to get even more. Its large capacity is perfect for use in the
kitchen. Try our simplehuman lemon-scented dish soap in convenient 1 litre. refill pouches for
an easier, more efficient way to buy soap.

d: 13.2cm w: 11.0cm h: 22.1cm 22 fl. oz.

838810014838 ST1018 237ml Compact Sensor Pump White

2year warranty Our touch-free compact sensor pump is the most efficient and easy way to wash your hands –

no germs or smudges left behind. Perfect for small sinks or countertops, its high-efficiency
pump mechanism with speed dispense provides fast and accurate dispensing in just 0.2 seconds. The silicone valve prevents messy drips and clogs. A wide opening makes refills fast and
easy. Try our simplehuman soap in convenient 1 litre. refill pouches it is the optimum consistency for our sensor pumps.

d: 14.5cm w: 7.0cm h: 17.4cm

838810009438 BT1034 Wall Mount Pump
5year warranty Stainless Steel

Our elegant wall mount pumps eliminate bottle clutter and keep shampoo and soap within easy
reach. The ergonomic t-bar lever works with your natural grip so you can precisely control the
amount of soap dispensed with just one hand. Optional side hooks store a razor or loofah. All
of our pumps are rustproof, corrosion-resistant, and are easy to install with silicone glue and
adhesive strips (included).

d: 9.4cm w: 12.2cm h: 24.5cm 15 fl. oz.

838810009377 BT1028 Twin Wall Mount Pumps
5year warranty Stainless Steel

Our elegant wall mount pumps eliminate bottle clutter and keep shampoo and soap within easy
reach. The ergonomic t-bar lever works with your natural grip so you can precisely control the
amount of soap dispensed with just one hand. Optional side hooks store a razor or loofah. All
of our pumps are rustproof, corrosion-resistant, and are easy to install with silicone glue and
adhesive strips (included).

d: 9.4cm w: 22.6cm h: 24.5cm 15 fl. oz. each
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